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EVALUATION SUBGROUPS OF THE HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF
A TRANSFORMATION GROUP

Moo HA WOO AND KEE YOUNG LEE

1. Introduction

In [3J, [4J, F. Rhodes introduced the homotopy groups of a transfor
mation group (X, G) as a generalization of the homotopy groups of a
topological space X. D.H. Gottlieb ([1], [2J) introduced the evaluation
subgroups of the homotopy groups of a topological space. In [5J, the
author introduced the subgroup E" (X, *, G) and examined the properties
of El (X, *, G) mainly.

In this paper, we expand this subgroups to the evaluation subgroups
E,,(X, A, *, G) of u.. (X, *, G) which contain E,,(X, *, G) and u,,(X, *. G)
as special cases. The relation between En (X, A, *, G) and the evaluation
map from the mapping space XA to X is examined and some properties
of E" (X, A, *, G) are shown.

2. Notations

The n-dimensional cube will be denoted by 1"= {(t1o t2, •••• t,,) IO~t.~;;J
for l~i~n}. By identifying corresponding points of pairs of opposite
faces of the cube we obtain as a quotient space the n-dimen.sionaI torus
T". It will be convenient to use the notation 1.-t. (mod 1), T"=
(110 12, ••• , f,,)}. The cylinders C"= {(th 12, ···.f..)} obtained by identifying
corresponding points all but the first pair of opposite faces of the cube
will be used in the definition of the homotopy groups of a transformation
group. Let X be a topological space with base poipt *. If r<n, a map
f: Cr.....x gives rise to a map f" : ca.....x defined by f"(t h 12, ••• , fr, ",,1..)
-f(th 12.···.1r ). If p(t)=l-t, p"(th 12,···,1..)=(I-th 12,···,i,,).

Given a transformation group (X, *, G) , for each element g of G, let
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the set C"(X, *, g) consists of all the continuous maps 1: C"-"X such that

1(0, t2, "', I,,) =*
l(l, f,b "', I,,) =g(*).

Two sets C"(X,*,gl) and C"(X,*,g2) are formally distinct even if gl(*)
=g2(*). The elements of the set will be called maps of C" of order g.

Two maps 10 and 11 of C" of order g are said to be homotopic if there
exists a continuous map F : C" X 1-"X such that

F(t1,12, ···,1.., O)=/o(th 12, '.', I,,),
F(th 12, '.', i", 1) -11 (t h t2, "', i ..)

for (th i 2, "', i,,)EC",

F(O, 12, "', t", t) =*,
F(1, tz, "', i", t) =g(*)

for O::;;;;t~l, O~t;~l and 2::;;;;i::;;;;n.
The homotopy class of a map I of order g will be denoted by [1;gJ.

If 110 12 : C"-.X are maps such that

11 (1,12, "', I,,) =12(0,12, "', I,,),

then the sum of the two maps, (11+12) : C"-"X, can be defined by the
equation:

(1 /:)( 1 1) {
fl(2thI2, ...,i,,), O~tl~1/2

1+ 2 th 2,···' .. = f: ( A ~ ) /...... ~
2 2t1-1, tz, "',~ .. , 1 2':"~~h"",1.

Thus if I 1EC" (X, *,gl) and 12EC"(X, *,g2), then 11+gd2 is defined
and is a map of C" of order glg2. The homotopy class of 11+gd2
depends only on the homotopy classes of 11 and 12. Thus the equation

[/1 ;81J*[/2;g2J = [/1 +gdZ;glgZJ

defines a rule of composition for maps of C" of prescribed order. The set
of homotopy classes of maps of C" of prescribed order with this rule
composition forms a group. This group was denoted by q" (X, *, G) in [4J.

3. The evaluation subgroups

Let (X, G, U) be a transformation group, A be a pointed space and
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h : (A. *) - (X. *) be a base point preserving map. Consider a continuous
map F: AxC"-X such that

F(a, 0, t2, "', t..)=ha. F(a, 1. i 2• "', i ..) =gha

where g is an element of G. If we define f: C"-X by f(t h t2, "', i,,) =

F(*. th t2, ···.t..). then we have f(O, t2, "', i,,) =* and f(l, 12• "', i,,) =
g (*) . Thus [f;g] is an element of a" (X, *, G). In. this case, we say
that F is an affiliated map of [f;g] with respect to A of order g, or f
is called the trace of F.

DEFINITION 3.1. The set of all elements [f;g] Ea" (X, *, G) obtained
in the above manner from some F will be denoted by E"It (X, A, *, G).

Thus for every [f;g] EE,," (X, A, *, G), there is at least one map F:
AxC"-X such that

F(a, 0, t2, .. ·.t,,) =ha, F(a, 1, t 2• "', t,,) =gha

and [f;g] = [FI *xC". gJ. It is easy to see that E"It(X, A, *. G) form a
subgroup of a" (X, *, G).

Let XA be the space of continuous maps from A to X with compact open
topology. Define il': XAxG_XA by il'(f,g)=gf, where gf(a)=
il(f(a). g). Then (XA, G, il') is a transformation group.

Let p : XA_X be the evaluation map such that p(f) =f(*). Then p
is continuous and p(gf) = (gf)(*) =g(f(*» =gp(f). Thus p is a homo
morphism from (XA

• G) to (X, G). Therefore p induces a homomorphism

p* : (1" (XA. h, G) ~(1"(X. *, G)

given by p* ([f;g]) = [p (f) ;gJ for all n, where h is an element of XA
such that h(*) =*.

THEOREM 3.1. Let A be locally compact and p: (XA, G)-(X, G) be
the evaluation homomorphism map. Then p* «(1" (XA, h, G» =E,,"(X, A,
*,G).

Proof. Let [u;g] EO'" (XA, h, G). Then u : C"_XA is a continuous map
such that u(O, t2, "', t..)=h and uO. i 2, "', i,,) =gh. Since A is locally
compact. u give rise to the continuous associated map u: A xC"-X such
that u(a, t h t2, "', i,,) =u(th i 2, "', t,,) (a). Since
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u(*, t h i 2, "', in) =u(t1> i 2, "', in) (*) =p(u(th i 2, "', in))
u(a, 0, i 2, "', in) =u(O, £2, "', £n) (a) =ha
u(a, 1, i 2, "', in) =u(1, i 2, "', I,,) (a) =gh(a)

u is an affiliated map of [pu;g] with respect to A of order g. Thus
p*([u;g]) = [pu;g] EE"h (X, A, *, G).

Conversely, if [f;g]EEnh(X, A, *, G), then there exists an affiliated
map F : A x Cn_X such that

F(a, 0, i 2, "', in) =ha
F(a, 1, i 2, "', in) =gha
F(*, t h £2, "', £n) = f(t1> £2, "', in).

Its inverse associated map F: Cn_XA is a continuous map such that
F(tl> 12, "', in) (a) =F(a, t h i 2, "', in). Thus we obtain

F(O, i 2, "', in) (a) =F(a, 0, i 2, "', i,,) =ha
F(1, i 2, "', in) (a) =F(a, 1, 12, "', in) =gha.

Therefore [F;gJEO'n(XA,h,G) and p*([F;gJ) = [pF;gJ = [f;gJ.

REMARK. Let A= {*} eX and i: {*} -X be the inclusion. Then
E,.i (X, *, *, G) =(In (X, *, G) and Enl (X, X, *, G) =En(X, *, G). (see [5J)

THEOREM 3.2. If A is a subspace of X and i: (A, *)-(X, *) is the
inclusion, then En; (X, A, *, G) is a subgroup of Enh (X, A, *, G) for any
map h : (A, *) - (X, *) such that h (A) eA.

Proof. Let [f;g]EE,/(X, A, *, G). Then there exists an affiliated map
F : A x cn_x such that

F(a, 0, i2, ''', I,,) =ia
F(a, 1, i 2, "', in) =gia
F(*, th £2, "', in) =fCth £2, "', fn).

If we define H: AxCn_X by

then we obtain

H(a, 0, i2• •••• in) =ha, H(a, 1. i2, "', I,,) =gha,
H(*, t h i2, ''', 1,,) =F(*, t h 12• ''', 1n) = f(t h 12, "', in).
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Therefore [f;g]EE"h(X, A, *, G).

From now, Er/(X, A, *, G) will be denoted by E,,(X, A, *, G).

DEFINITION 3.2. A transformation group (X, G) is an H-transJormation
group if there exists an H-space structure I' : Xx X-X such that p(K*, y)
=gy and I' (x, 8'*) =gx.

EXAMPLE. (51, SI, ll) is an H-transformation group, where II: SI X
51-+51 is given by H (ei:l:, et,) =eH.+,>•

THEOREM 3. 3. 11 (X, G) is an H-translormation group, then E" (X, *,
G) =E,,(X, A, *, G) =q,,(X, *. G).

ProoJ. Since E" (X, *, G) ~E" (X, A, *, G) ~q" (X, *, G), it is sufficient
to show that G" (X, *, G) ~E" (X, *, G) . Let I' be the H-transformation
group structure and [/;g] be an element of G,,(X, *, G). If we define
H: Xx C"-+X by H(x, t h i 2, "', i,,) = I' (x, /(t}, i 2, ,,,,1,,», then

H(*, t h i 2, "', i,,) =p(*,/(th i 2 , ''', I,,»~ =/(th i 2, "', i,,)
H(x, 0, iz, "', 1,,) =1' (x, *) =x
H(x, 1, i 2, "', i,,) =1'(:1:, g*) ==g*.

Thus [f;g]EE,,(X, X, *, G) =E,,(X, *, G).

The fact that E,,(X, *, G)~E,,(X, A, *, G)~G,,(X, *, G) leads naturally
to a quetion: Is there a topolgical transformation group pair (X, A, G)
for which E,,(X, *,G)<E,.(X, A, *, G)<G,,(X, *, G)1

EXAMPLE. Let X={zERz: Iz+11=1 or IZ-ll=I} and A=SI={zE
RZ: Iz-ll =I}. Let h : X-+X be a homeomorphism given by h(z) =-z
and G= {h" : nEZ} =Zz. If we define II : XxG-+X by H(x, h") =h"(x) ,
then (X, G, H) is a transformation group. Let us take *= (0, 0) as the base
point. Then we have El (X, A, *, G) =Z, El (X, *, G) =0 and 0'1 (X, *, G)
=11'1 (X, *) X Zz.

F. Rhodes [4J showed that if A is a path from *1 to *2, then 1 induces
an isomorphism A* : G,,(X, *10 G)-+G,,(X, *2, G) given by A*([f;g]) = [l"p"
+J+g'<";g].

THEOREM 3.4. If l is a path from *1 to *2 in A, then A induces an
isomorphism A* : E,,(X, A, *10 G)-+E,.(X, A, *z, G).
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Proof. Let [f;g] be an element of E,,(X, A, *h G). Then there exists
an affiliated map H of order g with respect to A. That is, H: A XC"-+X
given by

H(a,O, t2, "', t,,) =a.
H(a, 1, t 2, "', t,,) =ga
H(*h t h t2, ••• , t,,) =f(th 1h ··,,1,,)

Let .< be a path from *1 to *2. We want to show that .<*([f;g]) =

[A"p"+ f+g'<";g] belongs to E,,(X, A, *2, G). Since [H(*2' ) ;g] belongs
to E,,(X,A'*2,G), it is sufficient to show that [H(*2' );g]=[A"p"+f+
g.<a;g]. If we define Q : C"xI-+X by

{

'<"P"(th t 2, '.', ta), O~tl~ (1-s)/2

Q(t t ... t s)= H(A(s) , (4t1+2s-2)/(3s+1), t2,···,1,,),
h 2, '''' (I-S)/2~tl~(s+3)/4

. g'<"(4tl -3, t2, ,,,,1,,), (s+3) /4~tl~1

then Q is well defined and

Q(th 12, ·,·,1",0) = (A"p"+f+gA") (th 12, ···,1,,)
Q(th 12, ···,1",1) =H(*2, t h t2, ···,1,,)
Q(O, 12, ••• , t", s) =*2, Q(l, t2, ···,1", s) =g*2'

This means [.<ap"+f+g'<";g] = [H(",.2' ) ;g]EEa(X, A, *2, G). Therefore
A* (Ea (X, A, *h G) CEa (X, A, *.2, G). Since A-I is a path from *2 to *1 in
A, we have .<*-1 (Ea (X, A, *2, G» cE" (X, A, *h G). Therefore .<* (E" (X,
A, *h G) =E,,(X, A, *.2, G). Since'<* is an isomorphism from (I,,(X, *h G)
to (I" (X, *.2, G), the proof was complete.

DEFINITION 3. 3. Let (X, G) ap.d (Y. H) be transformation groups. A
category map (,p, cfJ) : (X, G) -+ (Y, H) is called a pair category map from
(X, A, G) to (Y, B, H) if ,peA) CB. A pair category map (,p, cfJ) :
(X, A, G) -+ (Y, B, H) has a right homotopy inverse if there exists a pair
categorY map (,p', cfJ') : (Y, B, H)-+(X, A, G) such that H' is pair homo-
topic to h. '

THEOREM 3. 5. If a pair category map (,p, cfJ) : (X, A, G) -+ (Y, B, H)
has a right homowpy inverse (,p', cfJ') : (Y, B, H)-+(X, A, G), then
(,p, cfJh(X, A, *, G)CE,,(Y, B, ,p(*) , H).
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Proof. Choose a base point *EX and let *1 =q/,p(*). If [f;g]EE,,(X,
A, *, G), then there exists an affiliated map H: A xC"-+X of order g
with respect to A. Since H' is pair homotopic to h, there is a homotopy

. J: (Y,B) xI-+(Y, B) such that J(y,O)=,p,p'(y) and J(Y,I)=y. If we
define an affiliated map T: B x C"-+ Y of order epg with respect to B by

j
J(b, 1-3t1)' O~t1~1/3

T(b,th t2,''',1,,)= ,pH(,p'(b), 3t1-1, 12"",1,,), 1/3.~t1~2/3

ep(g)J(b, 3t1-2), 2/3~t1~1,

then T is an affiliated map with trace r~ T(,p(*), ).
Let a: I-+Y be a path in Y given by aCt) =J(,p(*) , t). Then

r(th 12, "', E,,) = T(,p(*) , t h E2, "', E,,)
= (a"p"+,pHC*h ) +ep (g) a") (tl> 12, "', E,,).

Let A be a path from * to *1 in A. Define a homotopy Q : C" x 1-+ Y by

r ,pA"p" (2t1o 12, "', 1..), O~t1 ~ (1-s)!2 A

Q(
A A) _ I,pH().(s), (4t1+25-2)/(35+1), t 2, "', tot),

t 1o t 2,"',t",5 -) (I-s)/2~t1:;'(s+3)/4

i, ep(g),pA"(4t1-3, 12, "', I,,), (s+3)/4~t1~1.

Then we obtain [,p;'''p''+,pf+ep(g),p;''';ep(g)] = [,pH(*1' ) ;ep(g)].

Moreover, [r;ep(g)]=[a"p"+H(*1o ) +ep(g)a";ep(g)]
= [a"p" +,p;'''p''+,pf+ep (g),p)." +ep(g) a";ep(g) ]
= [(',bl"+a") p"+,pf+<,b(g) (,pl"+a") ;<,b(g) ]
= [(,pJ." +a") p" ;e]*[',bf;<,b(g)]* [',bJ.n +a";e]

Therefore we have

[,pf; ep (g) ] = [(,pA" +aft) p" ;e]-1*[r;ep (g) J*[tji;''' +a" ;eJ-1
= [,p)," +a";e]*[r ; <,b (g) ]*[ (tjiJ." +a") p" ;e]
= [,p),"+a"+r+ep(g) (,pJ." + a") p";<,b(g) ]
= [(,pJ.+a)p]*([r, <,beg)]).

Since (,pJ.+a)p is a loop at ,p(*) in B and [r;ep(g)] is an element of
En ( Y, B, ',p (*), H), the theorem is proved by Theorem 3. 4.

DEFINITION 3. 4. Let (,p, ep) be a pair category map from (X, A, G) to.
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(Yl B, H). We say that «(J, c/J) has a left homotopy iwverse if there is a
pair category map (1", f/J') : (Y, B, H) ....... (X, A, G) such that rf/ t/J is pair
homotopic to lx. Two pairs (X. A. G) and (Y, B, H) are said to be of
the samt pair !wmotoPy type if there exist pair category maps (t/J,1') :
(X. A, G) -+ (Y, B. H) and (tll, 1") : (Y, B. H) ....... (X, A, G) such that 1', qI
are isomorphisms and 1J(J'. t/J't/J are pair homotopic to Ix. Iv respectively.

THEOREM 3.6. Suppose (<p.4') : (X, A, G)-(Y, B. H) has a left homo
topy inverse (1",4"): (Y, B, H)-(X. A. G). If (t/J.4')*([f;gJ) belonks
to E,,(Y, B, 1'(*), H). then [f;g] belongs to E,,(X. A. *, G).

Proof. Let [9f;~]EE,,(Y. E, 4J(*). H). Then there is an affiliated
map K : B xC"-Y such that

K(b, 0, 120 ",,1,,) =b
K(h.l, t2• ",,1,,) =4'(g)b
K(l'(*). t1, i •• ...; i,,) -=;f(t1o [ •• "', it!)

Since 1" t/J is homotopic to lx, there is It homotopy J: (X, A) x 1-(X, A)
such that J(x, 0) =~';(x), J(x, l) =x.

Define an affiliated n1ap T: A x c,,-X by

IJ(a.1-3tl). 0~tl~1/3

T(a,t., i •• "',i"):=;,, f/K(~(ft). 311-1, i!....,1,,), l/3~tl;;;;;2/3

J(ga. 3tl -2). 2/3~tl~1.

Then T is well defined. T(a, 0, iz, ···.l,,) =a and T(a. 1, i2, "', I,,) =ga.
Thus T is an aiiliated map of order g with respect to A.

Let a (t) =J(*. t) and 1:' be the trace of T at *. Then

'C(t1> i 2, .... i ..) = T(*. t h 12...·.i,,)
= (a"p" +.p'<pf+J" (g*, » (th i2> ·... i,,).

If we define Q : C"xI~X by

{

a"p"(2thI2' ···.f,.). ~tl~(l-s)/2

n( A A) J(I«4t1+2s-2)/(3s+1). i 2... ·.i,,), s),
ltoI: tht~,···.t"IS = (1-s)/2~tl~(s+3)/4

J"(g*, 4tl -3, i2• .. ·.1,,). (5+3) 14~tl~1.
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[f;gJ=[anpn+cP'cPf+Jn(g*, ) ;gJ

= [r;gJEEn(X, A, *, G).

F. Rhodes showed that if (K, G) and (Y, H) have the same homotopy
type of transformation groups, then (cP,l/J) * carries an (K, *, G) isomor·
phically onto an (Y, cP (*), H). The following theorem is an extension of
the Rhodes' result.

THEOREM 3. 7. If (cP, rp) : (K, A, G) -. (Y, B, H) is a pair homotopy
equivalence homomorphism, then (cP, rp) * carries En(K, A, *, G) isomorphically
onto En(Y, B, cP(*), H).

Proof. It is clear from Theorem 3. 5 and Theorem 3. 6.
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